
Multi skilled 621 

Chapter 621: Since Everyone Thinks He Is a Tyrant, I Am Relieved 

Zi Yi did not bother to look at their expressions and called out to Shadow II. “Scan his brain waves.” 

Shadow II stretched out one hand to Patriarch Lu’s head and said, “Starting scan… received.” 

Eldest Master Lu froze at the sight. 

Sometime later, he suddenly asked, “What is the robot doing?” 

“The robot is retrieving all his memories.” 

“…So when you asked us to say so much earlier…” 

“I just wanted to know what he was like in your hearts? Since everyone thinks he’s a tyrant, I am 

relieved.” 
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“You-…” Eldest Master Lu nearly exploded. 

Zi Yi did not look at him. She got Shadow II to inform the robot at home to send the skin-making 

machine. 

After she was done with everything, everyone sat in the house and waited. 

It was already around 1 a.m in the morning. 

The three men were still discussing the following matters and Zi Yi could not resist the drowsiness that 

overcame her. She propped her head on her hand, as she wanted to wait for the robots to deliver the 

skin-making machine. However, her head was slowly dropping as every minute passed. 

Even though Lu Jingye was still conversing with the other two, he had been paying attention to her. 

At the sight that she was tired, he hastily picked her up to lean in his embrace and let her sleep. 

Zi Yi glanced at him with half-opened eyes. 

Lu Jingye softened his voice. “Have some sleep first. I’ll wake you up when the machine arrives.” 

Zi Yi responded with a hum and fell asleep very soon. 

Eldest Master Lu saw Lu Jingye hugging Zi Yi and there was no need to mention how complicated his 

expression was at that moment. 

Lu Jianlin said, “See that? This is the kid you people aren’t fond of. In the end, we can only rely on her for 

help.” 

Eldest Master Lu felt mixed feelings deep down. 

Lu Jingye brought up the virtual screen. With one hand hugging Zi Yi, his remaining hand quickly 

operated it. 



Sometime later, he said to the other two, “Someone started to attack the Lu Group.” 

His words caused Eldest Master Lu and Second Master Lu’s expression to stiffen. 

Lu Jingye continued swiping across the virtual screen for some time before he said, “If my guess is 

correct, the Lu Group will receive its first wave of attacks tomorrow and get swallowed whole in a 

week.” 

“Impossible! The Lu Group is a large organization, so how could it possibly be swallowed just because 

you said so!” Eldest Master Lu retorted loudly. “Even if someone dares to do so, the higher-ups would 

not allow it.” 

However, Lu Jianlin said with a dark expression, “The current situation is that Jingye and Little Zi have 

gotten into an accident, while Zhiheng is hospitalized. The Lu Group is currently without a leader.” 

Eldest Master Lu only reacted after some time later. He glared at the father and son. “You mean that 

you left the Lu Group unmanned to find the mastermind behind the scenes?” 

Eldest Master Lu was in disbelief. “Lu Group is the root of our Lu Family and if it gets taken over, it’s fine 

if we manage to find the mastermind, but what if we don’t? Don’t tell me that the Lu Family will have to 

fall into ruin!” 

Eldest Master Lu was extremely furious and his voice was filled with anger. 

Zi Yi was disturbed by the noise and she furrowed her eyebrows while in her dreamland. 

I’m Jingye lowered his head and looked at her. He held her hand and gently patted her back before he 

said, “Eldest Uncle, please lower your voice.” 

“You!” The Eldest Master Lu wanted to say: ‘What kind of situation are we in right now and you’re still 

saying such things?’ However, when he met with Lu Jingye’s eyes that were as deep as the abyss, his 

heart palpitated. 

Lu Jingye said, “Yiyi and I got married yesterday and she is exhausted. She had just fallen asleep when 

she was then called over here. You’re all just considered people who are prejudiced against her and 

there’s no reason for her to come over and rescue Grandfather… She’s here solely because of me. If 

Eldest Uncle can’t even give her the slightest kindness during such a situation, we’ll leave right away.” 

“You-” 

“Eldest Uncle, don’t forget. I’m someone who has been chased out of the Lu Family by Grandfather. I’m 

not considered part of the Lu Family right now.” 

“You have the Lu surname and protecting the family is your responsibility.” Eldest Master Lu glared at 

him. 

“Eldest Uncle, if you insist on saying that, I’ll send Yiyi back right away. Her surname isn’t Lu and she has 

no obligation to do anything for the Lu Family.” 

“You-” 



Lu Jianlin saw Eldest Master Lu who was raging over there and his expression turned cold. “Brother, do 

you really think of my son as a machine without emotions? Are you still going to say such heartless 

words during such a time?” 

Speaking of this, he coldly snorted. “The Lu Group is now in the first family’s hands and don’t mention 

responsibility with me. The ones who should be responsible are your family. Jingye does not have the 

rights to handle the Lu Group and even if he does have the rights, why is he obligated to take over the 

hot potato your family is unable to take care of?” 

Eldest Master Lu turned red in embarrassment. He wanted to use the fiercest words to refute them, but 

he could not manage to find anything to say. 

Lu Jianlin added. “Don’t look down on Little Zi. Other than the fact that she doesn’t have the surname 

Lu, what she has done during this period of time far surpasses all of our capabilities. 

“How do you think we were able to capture the housekeeper who has so many parasites within his 

body? If not for Little Zi’s robots, perhaps we would’ve already fallen prey to those parasites. 

“There’s also the situation with Father. Parasites can’t be cured with the current medical standards and 

without her, we can only look on helplessly as Father meets his maker. 

“It’s the same for Third Brother. If not for Little Zi, do you think he would still be able to rush back 

alive?” 

With every word Lu Jianlin said, Eldest Master Lu’s complexion reddened slightly. 

“Father has been obstinate for his entire life and we are unable to change him. If you have the same 

train of thoughts as him, where you insist on making things difficult for her despite wanting her help, 

then don’t blame me for disregarding our brotherly relationship.” Lu Jianlin remained silent after he said 

his piece. 

However, Eldest Master Lu’s complexion alternated between red and purple and there was no need to 

mention how interesting it looked. 

Following that, no one else spoke. 

Lu Jingye looked at the ever-changing data on the virtual screen. However, he merely looked on without 

the intention to take any action. 

Lu Jianlin went to find a blanket for Zi Yi and covered her with it. 

Sometime later, Lu Jianlin asked Lu Jingye in a soft voice, “Have you informed the Dou Family about the 

situation tonight?” 

Only then did Lu Jianlin remember. If they did not inform the Dou Family, they would be very anxious 

right now. 

“We’ve told them. Before we came over, I had briefly informed them.” 

Lu Jianlin was relieved at that and he added. “Your Third Uncle will take another hour or so before he 

reaches. You should take a short nap too.” 



Lu Jingye was indeed tired too. At the thought that they still had many things to settle tomorrow, he 

nodded. He then held Zi Yi’s waist, leaned against her, and closed his eyes. 

Looking at the two young people learning against each other, Lu Jianlin felt an inexplicable surge of guilt 

towards them. 

He then looked at Eldest Master Lu who was silent without uttering a single word. He motioned for him 

to head outside with his gaze. 

Neither of them talked even after they came out. 

Both of them stood to one side with a straight posture, as if they were competing in who could endure 

the silence the longest. 

After some time had passed, Eldest Master Lu’s phone suddenly rang. 

His fingers twitched and it took him a second before he reacted to take out his phone. 

The one who called was the First Madam. 

As soon as the call was connected, the First Madam’s wailing voice could be heard. 

“Wuuuu… Jiancheng, the doctor said that Zhiheng lost too much blood and hurt his roots. If he doesn’t 

take good care of himself in the future, he would become crippled.” 

Eldest Master Lu’s heart sank and his voice tightened. “What do you mean he will become crippled?” 

Chapter 622: He Only Lost Some Blood, Why Would He End Up Becoming Infertile? 

The First Lady sobbed. “It’s… It’s possible that he has become infertile.” 

Eldest Master Lu’s expression instantly turned livid. “He only lost some blood, why would he end up 

becoming infertile?” 

If his son could not have children, how was he to face his ancestors?! 

“I don’t know either, I don’t know… Wuuuu…” 

Eldest Master Lu got even angrier. Veins bulged out from his forehead and he roared at the phone. 

“Shut up and stop crying so easily. Immediately hand the phone to Zhiheng’s attending doctor and get 

him to explain what is going on to me.” 

The First Madam sobbed for some time before the attending doctor’s voice sounded from the phone. 

“Eldest Master Lu.” 

“Tell me about Zhiheng’s condition and be detailed.” 

It was not known what the attending doctor said to him, but Eldest Master Lu’s expression seemed as if 

he had been struck by lightning. 

Lu Jianlin saw Eldest Master Lu who suddenly staggered and he asked, “What’s the matter?” 



Eldest Master Lu hung up the phone and with an expression as if he had suffered a great setback, he 

turned to look at Lu Jianlin. He who always believed that he ought to establish his might as an elder 

brother before his two younger brothers suddenly became weak as his eyes reddened. 

Lu Jianlin got a fright. 

“Brother, what happened?” 

Eldest Master Lu’s lips trembled and he only managed to get the words out of his mouth after some 

time had passed. “Zhiheng had been previously hospitalized in the past due to excessive fatigue and 

when Qinglian1 visited, she fed him random nourishing food. 

“Coupled with how he injured his artery today and lost too much blood, because he has harmed his 

foundation with the incorrect nourishing food and being overworked, he will be equivalent to a cripple 

in the future.” 

Lu Jianlin revealed an expression of disbelief. 

“How did this happen? For his case, won’t it do if he just nourishes and recuperates properly?” 

“No…” Eldest Master Lu touched his face. Clearly, he was not done with the whole explanation of the 

situation. 

He seemed to have struggled for a few seconds before he said, “It seems that Zhiheng has been 

poisoned before. They detected XX toxin in his blood and the hospital is using medication to suppress 

the toxin. This is why…” 

Lu Jianlin found it weird and said, “Could it be that Zhiheng was also inflicted with a parasite?” 

Eldest Master Lu suddenly shivered and he looked at Lu Jianlin. 

At the thought of what Lu Zhiheng had done to his son and daughter-in-law in the past, Lu Jianlin added. 

“This is only my guess. If the hospital can save him, let them.” 

Eldest Master Lu did not notice Lu Jianlin’s thoughts and also had the same idea as him. 

“He’s currently receiving emergency treatment.” 

He lowered his hands and in an instant, he seemed to have aged by 10 years. 

Lu Jianlin’s emotions did not fluctuate much despite looking at his current condition. He was not fond of 

this nephew of his. He lacked ability but was filled with schemes and bad thoughts. 

For someone like that, he would not specially remind his daughter-in-law to help, and she can save him 

only if she wanted to. 

The two of them turned silent as they stood there, and didn’t speak until they heard the sounds of a car 

approaching from outside the main gate. 

Both of them looked up at the same time to see Third Master Lu and Lu Ming, who was studying in the 

military academy, walking over together. 

“Big Brother, Second Brother, why are the both of you here?” 



“Eldest Uncle, Second Uncle.” 

Lu Jianlin asked, “Did you encounter any accidents along the way?” 

“Father and I secretly came out. We got two individuals with a similar physique to ours to drive Father’s 

car. They encountered some people along the way and they are currently making turns here and there 

to shake them off,” Lu Ming answered. 

Third Master Lu asked eagerly, “How is Father’s condition?” 

Lu Jianlin briefly told them about Patriarch Lu’s condition. 

Third Master Lu asked with an odd expression, after he heard the explanation, “You said that Little Zi 

can cure Father?” 

“Yes.” 

“Father treated Little Zi and Jingye like that and yet she is still willing to cure Father?” 

Third Master Lu was a straightforward person and he would ask whatever came to his mind. 

In fact, Eldest Master Lu had also thought of this problem before, However, looking at Zi Yi’s indifferent 

expression, clearly, she did not treat their father willingly. He said, “She’s doing it because of Jingye.” 

Even though he was unwilling to admit it, it was the truth. 

Third Master Lu was silent for several seconds before he said, “It’s good as long as she’s willing to cure 

Father… I’ll go and check up on him.” 

Third Master Lu and Lu Ming were about to head to the door when Lu Jianlin and Eldest Master Lu called 

out at the same time. 

“Hold on.” 

Lu Jianlin said, “Jingye and Little Zi are resting inside. Let’s discuss what we will be doing after dawn first. 

They are exhausted, so let’s let them sleep for a while more.” 

Third Master Lu knew that they had just had their wedding yesterday. It was supposed to be a time 

where the newlyweds were affectionate with each other and yet, due to their Father’s condition, the 

newlyweds had been called over. 

He nodded and unexpectedly said, “Then let’s head to my courtyard to discuss. I have a loud voice so I 

might disturb them if we stay here.” 

His words caused Eldest Master Lu to look at him with a surprised gaze. 

Lu Jianlin would certainly be willing and so, the four of them made their way outside. 

… 

Zi Yi was woken up by Lu Jingye. She was met with Lu Jingye’s gentle gaze the moment she looked up 

and she gave him a smile. 

Lu Jingye felt his heart instantly melting. 



He said, “It’s five in the morning now, go and wash up first. We’ll head over to Grandfather’s1 place 

before the day breaks.” 

“Hmmm?” Zi Yi was still somewhat confused about the situation. 

Lu Jingye raised his hand and touched her cheeks which had turned red due to the prolonged time 

where she leaned on his chest. “Third Uncle has returned. Father and my Uncles will handle the matters 

here. We’ll make a trip to your Grandfather’s before we leave the capital.” 

“Hmm?” 

Zi Yi blinked her eyes and asked, “You’re not going to stay here and do something?” 

“It’s the same even if I do it there,” Lu Jingye whispered to her about his plans. After Zi Yi heard what he 

had in mind, her eyes brightened, and she nodded her head in agreement. “Okay.” 

When she wanted to get up from his legs, she noticed a blanket covering her shoulders. Lu Jingye was 

worried that she would get cold after removing the blanket and said, “Bring it along with you. Remove it 

after we get in the car.” 

Zi Yi refused. “It’s embarrassing if it is seen by others.” 

Lu Jingye did not insist either. After waiting for her to stand up, he followed suit. 

As soon as Zi Yi removed the blanket and placed it to the side, before she had the chance to feel the 

chilly air, she was engulfed in Lu Jingye’s coat. 

They went to wash up together. After leaving behind Shadow II to disguise as Patriarch Lu, they headed 

out together and Lu Jingye said, “We can stay there for a longer period of time. 

“What about Mom?” Zi Yi thought about it and said, “Why don’t we bring her along too?” 

Lu Jingye shook his head. “Mother would definitely refuse to leave with us.” 

“Why?” 

“She would not let my Father face this alone.” 

Zi Yi lowered her eyes and thought about it for a moment before she nodded. 

Soon, the two of them quickly walked to where the fiery red racing car was parked. 

Zi Yi asked, “Where’s Father and the others?” 

“They are currently making arrangements. Not only will there be people visiting my Grandfather openly, 

but there will also certainly be people coming over in the dark.” 

Fortunately, Lu Jianlin had called all the helpers to leave at that time. Only Doctor He remained and it 

was rather easy for them to conceal Patriarch Lu’s condition. 

After they got in the car, Zi Yi turned on the stealth mode and drove away. 

Chapter 623: The Best Way To Deal With Someone Like That Is To Make Him Regret It For His Entire 

Life 



Sure enough, as soon as it was daybreak, those who had heard the news came over one after another to 

visit Patriarch Lu. 

Those who came were all the other Patriarchs of the seven aristocratic families and Patriarch Lu’s old 

subordinates. 

After everyone arrived, all of them talked noisily about the news they heard. 

When the crowd had more or less arrived, Patriarch Lu was supported outside by Lu Yunxiao. 

Everyone was surprised to see the both of them together. 

Patriarch Lu looked at them and his gaze turned stern. With an expression of displeasure, he said, “What 

are you all doing here so early in the morning? I only accidentally tripped last night and I’m not dead 

yet.” 

Patriarch Lu’s complexion did not look well and clearly, he did not manage to get a good night’s rest due 

to the fall last night. 

Even though everyone was surprised to see his current condition, they still expressed their concern over 

his health on the surface. They planned to secretly get someone to spy on him after they returned. Thus, 

they only said a few pleasantries before they left. 

After the matter here was successfully resolved, there was news that was unknowingly leaked out. The 

car accident that Lu Jingye and Zi Yi had suffered in was exposed and the reporters all rushed towards 

the Lu Family’s villa and the Dou Family’s residence. 

Unexpectedly, the two areas were heavily guarded and they could not get into the premises. 

There were some who went to M.Uni to catch the professors, only to find out that the professors had all 

headed for the research base. 

The professors of the Dou Family members were all working for the national research base and how 

would the reporters possibly dare to head there? 

Even so, Zi Yi and Lu Jingye’s death had become a trending topic that everyone was talking about. 

“I didn’t expect that the Second Brother who I had been observing for so long had a car accident just like 

that.” 

“Do you think it’s really a car accident? I saw the surveillance last night. It was clearly instigated. Didn’t 

you see how the security in the capital has been tightened recently?” 

“Who could be the mastermind? Both of them are individuals the country attached great importance to 

these days and I didn’t expect that they would die just like that.” 

“It’s just like a dream. He’s after all, the target that we’ve always worked hard to surpass. Now that 

you’re telling me he’s dead, why do I feel a little empty deep down inside?” 

“Me too. Also, that Zi woman… It’s a pity that such a beautiful woman died like that.” 



The deceased was the greatest in this situation. No matter who it was, whether they had true or false 

intentions, all of them would say a few regretful words. 

In particular, when the students of M.Uni heard of the news, many of them burst out crying. 

Only the Dean of M.Uni had received Zi Yi’s call and knew that the both of them were safe and sound. 

He then sternly reminded all the students to study hard. He also said, “This year’s special scholarship has 

already been obtained by someone. If you all wish to fight for it, you had better study hard.” 

What the dean said was like a massive stone that was thrown into a lake, which caused great ripples. 

Other than M.Uni students, everyone in the business world thought that Lu Jingye was dead. And so, 

they no longer held back and started their preparations to plunder and split up the Lu Group. 

However, when everyone was about to take action, they discovered another hidden power swallowing 

up the Lu Group too. 
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A few days later. 

Inside the secret base. 

Zi Yi had created a super detector after working hard these days. This machine could detect all the 

components in a person’s body in a minute, identify cells that are in conflict with the human body, and 

also various toxins that are mixed in one’s bloodstream. 

Elder Hu was simply amazed as he looked at the machine. “Little Zi, you’re too amazing. To think that 

you could create such an amazing machine during such a short period of time… If this machine were to 

appear in the industry, you could imagine the massive benefit it would bring about to the medical 

industry.” 

However, Zi Yi was not too satisfied with it. “The materials aren’t the best and if I had better materials, I 

would have been able to finish it one day in advance.” 

Elder Hu was simply speechless. 

As soon as Zi Yi created the machine, she was prepared to use it to examine Dou Xiangling. 

She, Lu Jingye, and Elder Hu were standing in another ward at this time. 

Looking at Dou Xiangling who had a purple complexion, Elder Hu sighed and said, “That man is surely 

heartless. She’s such a lovely girl and I wonder how she even managed to endure the pain of the 

parasite gnawing on her heart.” 

At the thought of the person who cast the parasite onto Dou Xiangling, Zi Yi felt killing intent surging 

from within. She said to Lu Jingye, “Get your men to bring Zhang Hanyu over.” 

Lu Jingye’s men had captured Zhang Hanyu just yesterday. 

In order to make Dou Xiangling suffer, Zhang Hanyu had been inflicting pain on himself. However, the 

end result of his actions was that he was in a worse state when compared to Dou Xiangling. 



Soon, Lu Jingye got his men to bring the unconscious Zhang Hanyu inside. 

At the sight of this man, Zi Yi felt her hands itch as she felt like giving him torturous acupuncture. 

Lu Jingye seemed to have noticed her thoughts and said, “Get the parasite out from your cousin first. 

You can deal with him in whatever way you like later.” 

Elder Hu who was standing next to them added. “The best way to deal with someone like him is to make 

him regret it for his entire life.” 

Zi Yi nodded her head. She walked in between the two beds that Dou Xiangling and Zhang Hanyu were 

lying on and called out to Shadow. 

As soon as Shadow appeared it called out, “Master.” 

Zi Yi said, “I will open up the skin near my cousin’s heart and take out the parasite with the fastest 

possible speed. Catch the parasite and don’t let it go.” 

She would not allow the Gu Master to feel that the parasite had been taken out. 

After she said that, Zi Yi looked towards Lu Jingye. 

He nodded at her and said, “Elder Hu and I will wait outside the operating room. As long as your 

operation is successful, we will be able to capture the Gu Master we have been tracking all these days.” 

Zi Yi’s lips curled up. “Okay.” 

Everything was prepared. 

As Dou Xiangling’s clothing had to be taken off, Lu Jingye and Elder Hu left the room. 

In fact, Elder Hu did not wish to leave at all. “Why is your cousin a female? If she were a man, I would 

have been able to witness Little Zi’s operation!” 

Zi Yi had never personally done an operation and Elder Hu was curious at how she would go about doing 

it. 

However, he ended up obediently leaving the room together with Lu Jingye. 

As soon as the operating room closed, Zi Yi unbuttoned Dou Xiangling’s clothes and was prepared for 

her operation. She took the scalpel handed to her by Shadow and sliced the skin near her heart at an 

extremely fast speed. After her beating heart was revealed, before blood could even gush out, Zi Yi’s 

wrist turned and did a flick. The parasite had then been transferred over to Shadow’s hand. It then 

quickly placed the parasite next to the mountain rat’s heart. 
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Subsequently, it used special equipment to insert the parasite. 

By then, Zi Yi had already finished stitching Dou Xiangling’s wound. At the same time, she used a 

medicinal powder she had specially developed. 



The blood from the wound had stopped flowing very soon. Other than the scar, it was impossible to see 

that Dou Xiangling had just undergone an operation. 

Zi Yi only used ten seconds to finish the operation. 

“Master, the parasite has successfully entered the mountain rat.” 

“Very good.” 

Shadow then kept the mountain rat in a cage. 

Zi Yi started operating the equipment to detect the residual toxins within Dou Xiangling. 

Because the parasite had been living inside her body, the toxin had spread all around. 

The detector equipment was connected to the virtual screen. 

Strings of data that were constantly changing could be seen on the big screen. 

Three minutes later, hundreds of toxins were identified and displayed in front of her. 

Chapter 624: Taking Care of Zhang Hanyu 

Zi Yi brought out the virtual keyboard and quickly tapped on it as she looked at the list of toxins. 

Shortly after, the antidote corresponding to each toxin was reflected. 

Just then, Lu Jingye and Elder Hu came in. 

Elder Hu was originally about to say something but when he saw what was reflected on the virtual 

screen, he instantly forgot what he wanted to say and widened his eyes at the same time. 

Sometime later, he raised his voice and asked in shock, “Little Zi, how did you do that?” 

Zi Yi replied in a casual tone, “As long as these toxins are detected and compared against the worldwide 

medicinal database, such information would appear.” 

“…Gosh! You know that was not what I’m asking. I’m asking you how you managed to detect so many 

toxins!” 

“By using the equipment,” Zi Yi casually answered as she continued typing on the virtual keyboard. 

Lu Jingye saw how she looked at the screen without blinking and knew that she did not carefully hear 

what Elder Hu asked. In the end, he answered on her behalf, “It should be the equipment over there 

that helped Zi Yi detect so many toxins at one time.” 

Elder Hu looked at the equipment with shining eyes. He instantly felt that it was exceptionally powerful. 

He had not seen the equipment work before and thus, he felt that Zi Yi was merely exaggerating its 

functions. However, he has now witnessed the evidence of the equipment. 

“This equipment of yours is too amazing. It’s simply a huge step forward in the advancement of the 

medical technology of the medical industry. With this, it would shorten the several months needed for 

examination time to a few minutes. How many lives can this save?” 



Zi Yi only casually answered with an ‘oh’. 
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Elder Hu did not get angry with her response. He cheerfully thought of how big of a sensation this 

equipment would bring about if it appeared in the medical field. 

Zi Yi looked at the screen for some time and said to Lu Jingye, “I’ve identified all the toxins. Immediately 

get someone to help me gather these medicinal ingredients.” 

While talking, Zi Yi tapped on the virtual keyboard. By the time she finished what she said, the list had 

already been sent to Lu Jingye’s phone. 

Lu Jingye took out his phone and took a glance, before he tapped his screen and sent it out. 

He said, “These medicinal ingredients will be sent over before tomorrow noon.” 

“Okay.” 

Only then did Zi Yi stop working and turn off the virtual screen and keyboard. She then turned to look at 

Zhang Hanyu who was lying on the other side and said to Lu Jingye, “You can start catching the person 

who planted the parasite now.” 

“Okay.” 

When Zhang Hanyu opened his eyes, his mind was blank. 

He then subconsciously checked his surroundings and discovered that he was in a closed room. 

Other than the bed beneath him, there was nothing else in the room. 

It took him a few seconds before he remembered that he had been knocked unconscious. 

“Ugh! Where am I?” 

He jumped down from the bed in panic and tried to find his way out, only to discover that there was no 

door in this enclosed space. 

Unspeakable fear caused his heart to tighten. 

He pressed his chest. Some time back, he would often inflict pain on himself. Whenever he felt even the 

slightest nervousness now, his heart would start to hurt a little. 

Just then, sounds of ‘scritch~ scritch~ scritch~’ could be heard. 

Zhang Hanyu got a fright and started looking around. He discovered a rat shivering in a corner. 

When Zhang Hanyu was about to walk over, the rat seemed to be greatly frightened and darted directly 

towards him. 

“Motherf*cker! Even a rat dares to do this to me!” 

When the rat ran past his feet, Zhang Hanyu revealed a cruel expression. 

He turned to face the direction that the rat ran in. After locating the rat, he was about to chase it. 



Just then, a bell chime could be heard from one of the directions. 

Zhang Hanyu quivered due to fright and suddenly turned around to take a look. 

When he saw the two people among the three who walked in, his pupils shrank sharply. 

He seemed to have thought of something in the next second and revealed a strange smile. “Zi Yi, to 

think that you were the ones who caught me… Do you think you can do anything to me by capturing 

me? Let me tell you, if I’m dead, your cousin won’t be able to live either.” 

The more Zhang Hanyu spoke, the more confident he got. His lips were originally a noticeable red and 

he even deliberately licked his lips at this moment. “I know what you’re trying to do by locking me up. 

Do you believe that if you make me anxious, I won’t immediately commit suicide? As long as I’m dead, 

Xiangling will be following me right away!” 

“Pei! Shameless thing!” 

Elder Hu could not listen to his nonsense anymore. “I’ve never seen an evil-hearted person like you 

before. Miss Dou doesn’t like you and yet, you secretly planted a parasite on her. Aren’t you afraid of 

getting struck by lightning?” 

“Hahaha… I’m scared of dying,” Zhang Hanyu said, “But whatever way I go, Xiangling will have to 

accompany me. Even if I have to go up the mountains or jump into a wall of flames, I would be willing.” 

“Hmph!” 

Zi Yi coldly snorted and said in a chilly tone, “You don’t have that right.” 

“You-” Zhang Hanyu thought that Zi Yi had no means to deal with him and so he had deliberately said 

that. Instead of getting angry, he laughed out loud. “You don’t have the final say whether I have that 

right or not!” 

He clutched his chest and said, “You better not provoke me or else I’ll let Xiangling experience heartache 

right away.” 

“Zhang Hanyu.” Zi Yi looked at Zhang Hanyu and asked, “Are you feeling very proud right now?” 

“Yes, I am feeling proud. Even if you have me locked up here, you can’t do anything to me. Is it very 

infuriating? Hahaha…” 

“Shadow.” 

Shadow appeared out of thin air. “Master.” 

“Beat him up.” 

Zi Yi pointed at Zhang Hanyu and said, “Hit him where his heart is.” 

“Yes.” 

Zhang Hanyu looked at Shadow walking towards him with an expression of disbelief. Shadow raised its 

arms and gave him a punch to his heart. 



BAM! 

“Ouch!” 

BANG! 

Zhang Hanyu’s body crashed into the wall before it fell to the ground. At the same time, blood flowed 

out from his throat. 

He looked at Zi Yi and the others with an expression of disbelief. A trace of ruthlessness flashed past his 

eyes. 

In the next second, he held his heart and his expression became twisted in pain. 

While he was in pain, the rat that was in the corner released a piercing scream. 

“Chiiii-” 

Elder Hu looked at Zhang Hanyu whose complexion alternated between green and white, and he looked 

like he was about to faint at any point in time. He smiled at him mockingly. “Good and evil are ultimately 

rewarded by what is deserved. I believe this saying is befitting of someone like him. He’s doing his best 

to let his heart get gnawed on by the parasite, but doesn’t he know that the life of a rat is more fragile 

than a human’s? It can’t stand such pain for a long time.” 

“It’s not going to be that easy even if he wants to die.” As soon as Zi Yi said that, a silver needle was 

thrown out. 

The silver needle directly blocked Zhang Hanyu’s pain nerves. 

Zhang Hanyu knelt on the ground for a long time and gasped for air. He felt that he seemed to have 

nearly gone into the gates of hell. 

He looked up at Zi Yi and her group. There was an indescribable pleasure deep within his eyes. 

Elder Hu shook his head. “Poor thing.” 

Zi Yi pointed at the dying rat next to him and suggested. “Why don’t you let the parasite attack happen 

again? We haven’t seen enough of this rat’s performance.” 

Zhang Hanyu looked at her inexplicably. 

Zi Yi held a marble in her hands and flicked it out. It directly hit the rat’s heart. 

“Chiiii-” 

“Ugh…” 

The pain made him feel as if his heart was about to explode and it made him unable to breathe properly. 

He gasped for air and his eyes were filled with disbelief. 

Zi Yi coldly said, “I forgot to tell you that the parasite in my cousin’s heart has been shifted to this rat. 

You can slowly enjoy yourself with it.” 



Having said that, the three of them left, while Zhang Hanyu looked at them with a frightened expression. 

Chapter 625: Zi Yi and the Gu Master Compete To See Who Is More Vicious 

Zi Yi asked Lu Jingye as soon as they walked out of the room, “Where’s that Gu Master? I’ll go and meet 

with him.” 

Lu Jingye looked at her taut expression and raised his hand to hold hers. “This person is a little strange, 

so wear some protective clothes before you meet him.” 

Zi Yi responded with a nod. 

The three of them walked to one of the labs. The Gu Master who had been secretly following Zhang 

Hanyu was locked inside. 

Zi Yi did not immediately open the door to the lab. Instead, she knocked on the door several times. 

Shortly afterwards, the door changed into a one-way mirror where she was able to see the inside of the 

room from the outside. 

The Gu Master had his hands and legs tied as he leaned against the wall in a corner. 

The Gu Master looked like a middle-aged man around his thirties or forties. His clothes and accessories 

were those from Southern Xinjiang and he seemed to have struggled when he was captured, as his hat 

had dropped off, revealing his braided hair. 

He had an emaciated physique with an average-looking appearance. However, the depth of his eyes 

looked poisonous and gave off a chilly aura. 

“This Gu Master must have been creating poisonous parasites for a long time.” 

Zi Yi and Lu Jingye looked at Elder Hu when he spoke. 

Elder Hu pointed at the Gu Master’s eyes. “Look at his eyes. It’s a result of his body being eroded by 

various poisons. Also, don’t you feel that the aura he gives off feels uncomfortable?” 

“That’s right.” 

“It’s because he has been creating parasites for an extended period of time and dealing with poison. 

There is poison concealed throughout his body and you have to pay special attention when dealing with 

someone like him. He can soundlessly cast a parasite on you if you are not careful.” 

Zi Yi nodded her head. She thought for a while and said to them, “The both of you stay here. I’ll go and 

meet him.” 

Lu Jingye furrowed his brow. “I’ll go in together with you.” 

He was worried about her. 

Zi Yi turned around and smiled at him. However, there was a sly glint concealed within her eyes. “I won’t 

be able to deal with him if you follow me.” 

Lu Jingye still had a frown in between his eyebrows. 



On the other hand, Elder Hu felt that it was better for Zi Yi to enter alone. “Little Lu, we can stay outside 

and keep watch. As long as Little Zi is in the slightest danger, we’ll head inside.” 

Zi Yi nodded in agreement. Following that, she opened the door and made her way inside. 

Zi Yi walked toward the Gu Master and kept a safe distance from him when she was around three 

meters away from him. 

The Gu Master raised his head at the sound of the door opening. Currently, he was staring at her with a 

vicious gaze. 

Zi Yi opened her mouth and said, “If you tell me who sent you, I’ll let you off.” 

The Gu Master laughed at the sight of Zi Yi. His laughter was extremely weird. “Since I’ve been caught by 

you people, I have no plans of leaving alive.” 

However, he was thinking deep down, “What a pretty appearance. She seems to be a good container for 

me to cultivate my poisonous insects.”  

Zi Yi looked at the Gu Master. Her eyes looked down while her brows slightly furrowed together. It 

seemed like she was not satisfied with the Gu Master’s answer, but dared not approach him. 

The smile on the Gu Master’s face deepened. “Even if you’ve captured me, you don’t dare to approach 

me, do you? 

“I have all kinds of different parasites with me. I heard that you just got married. Why don’t I give you a 

pair of love parasites? In that case, you’ll be able to ensure that your man will never have a change of 

heart.” 

Zi Yi looked at the Gu Master who acted as if he was thinking for her benefit. She did not answer him but 

instead, asked in a serious tone, “Do you really have no intentions of telling me who sent you?” 

The Gu Master snorted and said provocatively, “What can you do to me if I don’t reveal anything?” 

“Nothing.” Zi Yi took out a bottle from her pocket and said with a calm expression, “I have developed 

some poison these past few days and I’d like to see if the poison I’ve developed can kill those poisonous 

parasites of yours.” 

The Gu Master looked at the bottle in her hands for several seconds. He felt as if she was being 

ridiculous and said, “Do you know how poisonous parasites come about?” 

“Yes, I know. You catch a hundred poisonous insects and have them fight each other in a container. The 

last one standing would become the parasite.” 

“Then do you know that the winning insect would also mutate?” 

“I know.” 

“Ha… Then do you think that your poison can kill the parasite I created using a hundred different types 

of poisonous insects?” 

“Do you want to give it a try?” 



Zi Yi revealed an expression full of curiosity. 

The Gu Master looked at her expression and sneered internally. “Hmph! Naive and ignorant!” 

He said, “Since you want to give it a try, then untie my ropes.” 

As long as she dared to approach him, he would let her have a taste of being inflicted with a parasite! 

A woman like her would be perfect to be the container for his precious parasites. 

Zi Yi looked at his cold gaze and said to the air, “Untie his ropes.” 

The Gu Master subconsciously looked around. When he was still wondering who she had been talking 

to, he felt someone loosening the ropes on his hands. 

He turned around to take a look but did not discover anyone behind him. 

His expression changed for a moment before it returned to normal in the next second. 

As soon as the ropes on his hands were released, he flung his hands towards Zi Yi. 

A small parasite that was flying toward Zi Yi was unexpectedly caught by a hand that suddenly appeared 

when the parasite was around a meter away from Zi Yi. 

Following that, the Gu Master widened his eyes in disbelief at the sight of a person appearing out of thin 

air. 

There was a special barrier in Shadow’s hand. When the parasite ended up in its palms, it could only lie 

there obediently. 

Shadow stretched out its hands towards Zi Yi. She stared at the Gu Master and opened the bottle of 

poison before she poured it on the parasite. 

Shortly after, while the Gu Master was watching in disbelief, the parasite seemed to have met with 

boiling oil, as it squirmed and struggled while producing sizzling sounds. In the end, it turned into 

powder. 

Zi Yi looked at the powder in Shadow’s hands and said out of curiosity, “I wonder if the powder is 

poisonous… go and have it checked.” 

As soon as she said that, Shadow turned invisible. 

Zi Yi turned to look at the Gu Master who was standing rooted in the same spot due to shock. The 

corner of her lips curled up and she asked, “Do you want to give it a try again?” 

The expression of the Gu Master changed several times before he said sternly, “I’d like to see if you are 

capable enough to handle all the parasites I have on me!” 

Having said that, he waved his hands again and several parasites flew towards Zi Yi this time. 

Zi Yi stood there without moving. When the parasites were about one meter away, they were once 

again frozen in place. 

This time around, no hand appeared. 



It was just like they had been frozen in midair. 

The Gu Master was so surprised that his eyeballs nearly fell out. 

“You- what sorcery did you use?!” 

“Sorcery?” Zi Yi smiled and said in all seriousness, “To tell you the truth, I’m a member of the Hundred 

Poisons Sect. Do you know what the Hundred Poisons Sect is? It is a mysterious organization and not 

only can our sect easily create hundreds of poisons, but we also possess mysterious abilities. Just like 

this right in front of you. It’s called a barrier. As long as you’ve read fantasy novels, you would definitely 

know what it is. 

“Also, I would like to remind you. My patience is limited. I can still play with you now, but if I lose my 

patience, I will barbeque all your insects and eat them.” 

At the thought of the scene Zi Yi had described, the Gu Master’s body trembled. 

Elder Hu, who was standing outside the door, muttered at this moment, “Little Zi’s ability to fool people 

is getting increasingly good. I thought she said that she only believes in science?” 

Lu Jingye’s lips curled up, but he did not say anything. 

However, even Elder Hu had no idea what was going on and he asked Lu Jingye, “What is that thing that 

has blocked those parasites from reaching Little Zi?” 

Lu Jingye looked at his wife standing inside the room and said a few seconds later, “It’s a magnetic field 

created by special equipment. That magnetic field can block all substances.” 

Chapter 626: Even if Little Zi Is Fooling Others, It’s So High Class! 

Elder Hu could not help but sigh and say, “Sure enough, it’s good to be knowledgeable. Even if Little Zi is 

fooling others, it’s so high class!” 

Lu Jingye’s smile deepened as he revealed pride on his face. 

Inside the room. 

The Gu Master was stunned by Zi Yi’s words. 

In particular, Zi Yi even walked towards him at that moment. 

While walking she said, “Not only can I create a barrier, but I can also even spy into others’ inner 

thoughts. Since you choose to remain silent, I can only use my other ability.” 

The Gu Master felt his heart clench tightly and his expression instantly changed. 

“Don’t come over.” 

Zi Yi did not stop walking as she slowly approached him. 

While walking, she said, “It’s not too late for you to tell me who is behind you. Otherwise, if I use my 

ability to spy into your inner thoughts, that won’t be the only thing I’ll be looking through. I’ll find the 

entire eighteen generations descended from your ancestors. Our Hundred Poison Sect likes to implicate 



the entire clan and dig up ancestral graves. So… would you like to say it yourself or would you like me to 

do the honors?” 

“I’ll speak, I’ll speak!” 

He had just seen someone appearing out of thin air and the barrier that suddenly appeared before her. 

The Gu Master felt that there was nothing this woman was unable to do. 

He hastily said, “It was our Clan Master who told me to cast a parasite on Zhang Hanyu. He said that as 

long as I can accomplish that and watch him bring out another woman, I’ll be able to obtain numerous 

poisonous insects and money.” 

Zi Yi’s expression turned cold. “Why did your Clan Master order you to do this? Who instigated your Clan 

Master?” 

“I don’t know!” The Gu Master felt like crumbling into pieces. “The Clan Master only ordered me to do 

this and I don’t know anything else.” 

“Do you really have no idea?” 

Zi Yi pointed at him. The Gu Master suddenly smelled a medicinal scent and the next second, he saw a 

drop of liquid hovering in front of him. 

His body trembled while his eyes checked his surroundings. He did not see a single person around him. 

“Speak.” 

“I’ll talk, I’ll talk. I saw my Clan Master bringing back a few foreigners a few months ago. After they left, 

the Clan Master had a private chat with a few of the clan members.” 

“How many people were contacted?” 

“Five… seven to eight people.” 

“Where have all of them gone?” 

“The- the… capital.” 

Zi Yi stared at the Gu Master. 

He felt great pressure from her stare. 

A few seconds later, Zi Yi said, “Tell me the detoxification method for your various parasites and I’ll 

pardon your familial eighteen generations and ancestors.” 

The Gu Master suddenly looked at Zi Yi as he thought, “You’re asking me for the detoxification method? 

Could it be that you don’t know how to detoxify the poison at all?” 

Zi Yi added. “You can choose not to tell me. In any case, I can use our Hundred Poison Sect methods to 

detoxify the poison. However, I’m a rather ruthless person. At that time, I might use the most brutal 

method to destroy your clan.” 

The Gu Master: “…!” 



“If you don’t believe me, you can give it a try.” 

Having said that, Zi Yi had unexpectedly disappeared. 

The Gu Master stared at the space before him without even blinking. He was feeling extreme terror 

deep down inside. 

At this moment, he heard Zi Yi’s voice. “I’m only giving you three minutes to think about it. In three 

minutes time, if you have thought things through, explain the detoxification method to the air. If you 

remain silent, there’s no need for us to discuss any further.” 

After her voice ended, the entire room turned eerily silent. 

The Gu Master swallowed his saliva with great difficulty. His heart was beating so fast and it seemed as if 

it would jump out of his throat in the next second. 

He moved his body with great difficulty and in the next second, he heard the sizzling sound of something 

getting fried. 

When he followed the sound and looked over, those poisonous parasites that dropped to the ground 

had all been fried to death. 

The Gu Master immediately spoke. “I’ll talk, I’ll talk!” 

Zi Yi listened to the Gu Master revealing all the detoxification methods as she stood in the next room. 

Following that, she put away the virtual screen and turned to look at Elder Hu and Lu Jingye as she 

revealed a proud smile. “How was it? My bluff was great, right?” 

Elder Hu gave her a thumbs-up as he said, “If not for the fact that I am aware you’re using advanced 

technology, even I would believe that there are ghosts in this world.” 

Zi Yi giggled in response. After that, she turned to look at Lu Jingye. 

Lu Jingye said, “We can only wait for Yunxiao to wake up now. When he does, we’ll know who is behind 

all this.” 

Zi Yi nodded her head. 

The three of them headed outside together. 

While walking, Zi Yi said, “From my observations after changing the medicine for Yunxiao these days, his 

condition is very good. I feel that he will be waking up very soon.” 

Lu Jingye felt excited deep down. In the end, he held her hand and responded with a nod. 

It was going to be lunchtime soon and after the three of them had walked for some distance, Elder Hu 

headed for the canteen. 

Zi Yi and Lu Jingye returned to the small courtyard they were staying in. 

When they entered the living room, Lu Jingye told Zi Yi about the situation outside. 



“The large corporations worldwide have been secretly acquiring the shares of Lu Group’s subsidiaries. 

However, the mysterious force that appeared on the first day has stayed hidden.” 

“They really hid themselves?” 

Zi Yi felt that the mysterious force was doing it as a cover to confuse everyone. 

Sure enough, Lu Jingye said, “I’ve been paying attention these days. The large corporation who is 

purchasing the shares is from Country A.” 

“Country A? Could it be that those people are connected to the higher-ups in Country A?” 

“I can’t confirm that as of now. If my guess is right, that mysterious force will launch the fiercest attack 

tomorrow night.” 

“Have the higher-ups in the capital intervened?” 

The Lu Group was a large corporation and the tax they paid every year accounts for 10% of the country’s 

GDP. Therefore, it was impossible for them to sit idly by and let the Lu Group fall. 

“They intervened. But the situation this time is a little tricky.” 

When Lu Jingye was in charge of the Lu Group, he had expanded into too many fields and it could be 

said that all the businesses worldwide were all eyeing the Lu Group. With so many corporations 

attacking them, coupled with the power of the mysterious force, the higher-ups could only keep the Lu 

Group’s business that were within the country at most. 

“This sounds good. It’s exciting.” 

The two of them had walked to the door of the dining room. 

As soon as Zi Yi said that, she took a step inside while Lu Jingye followed behind her. 

At that moment, the stove inside the room was operating and their lunch was stored in the steamer. 

Zi Yi sniffed the surrounding scent in the air and said, “There’s stewed chicken with mushroom and my 

favorite bacon with winter bamboo shoots for lunch. Wow~ I want to eat a bowl and a half!” 

Lu Jingye was amused by her words as he said, “Alright.” 

He walked over and brought out the dishes, while Zi Yi set the table with bowls and utensils. 

After eating a few bites, Zi Yi asked, “When do you intend to take action?” 

“Tomorrow night.” 

Zi Yi nodded her head. “I’ll detoxify my cousin’s poison tomorrow. After that, I’ll have fun playing with 

those people and it can be considered a celebration.” 

Lu Jingye nodded in response. 

After lunch, Zi Yi continued being cooped up in the lab, while Lu Jingye continued working. 

The day passed by in a flash. 



It was currently still snowing in the mountains these days. 

In the evening, Lu Jingye went to fetch Zi Yi from the lab and they slowly walked towards their courtyard 

side by side. 

Zi Yi played with the snow while walking and she was suddenly in the mood to have fun. She squatted 

down and grabbed a handful of snow as she compressed the snow into a snowball, before throwing it at 

the nearby three. 

As soon as the snowball crashed against the tree, the accumulated snow on the tree had scattered 

down. 

Lu Jingye looked at the playful Zi Yi and did not stop her. After she was done playing around, he grabbed 

one of her hands and put it in his pocket. “We can get up early tomorrow morning to build a snowman.” 

Chapter 627: Doing Some Warm-Up Exercises 

With Lu Jingye’s words, Zi Yi woke up very early the next day. 

When she opened her eyes, she discovered that the man next to her had yet to wake up. 

Looking at his sleeping appearance, Zi Yi reached out her hand and poked his lips. 

The very next second, a hand snaked around her waist and Lu Jingye’s drowsy magnetic voice sounded 

next to her ear. “Why did you wake up so early? Sleep for a little longer.” 

Zi Yi hugged his neck and shook him. “Didn’t you say we would wake up early to build a snowman? Ah 

Jing, stop sleeping. Let’s go and build a snowman.” 
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Lu Jingye opened his eyes and said helplessly, “It’s only 5 a.m.” 

As someone who wakes up at 5:30 a.m during the winter, there was no need for him to look at the clock 

to guess the current hour. 

As soon as Lu Jingye said that, he closed his eyes and hugged her tighter. 

Seeing that he was about to sleep again, Zi Yi moved on top of him and shook him. “Jingye, 5 a.m is just 

right. Stop sleeping.” 

Morning was the time when men were easily excited. 

Not to mention, a certain young lady did not have any self-consciousness at all. 

How could Lu Jingye possibly stand how she rubbed against him? The fire within his body was ignited 

and a certain part of his body rose. 

Zi Yi immediately sensed his bodily reaction. 

She looked up and was met with his darker than usual eyes. 

Zi Yi blinked her eyes innocently and said, “I didn’t do it on purpose.” 



Lu Jingye’s hand on her waist reached inside her clothes and reached upwards. 

As his body wandered around her body, it ignited the flames of fire within the both of them. 

Zi Yi released a light moan and in the next second, their positions were reversed. 

Lu Jingye looked at her ruddy cheeks. He then lowered his head and kissed her on the lips. 

His hoarse voice sounded bewitching. “Since you can’t sleep, let’s do some warm-up exercises first.” 

“But… uh…” 

The following words that were about to come out of her mouth had been sealed. 

When Zi Yi finally walked out of the courtyard, it was almost 7 a.m in the morning. 
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She held a small shovel in her hand and walked to an area where the snow was piled up thickly. She then 

began piling up the snow in one place as she started making the shape. 

Lu Jingye stood next to her. After looking at the small hill she had piled up, he asked, “What do you want 

to make?” 

Zi Yi stopped to think for a moment before she said, “An airship.” 

Lu Jingye: “…” 

Lu Jingye was silent for a few seconds before he silently turned around and walked elsewhere. 
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Zi Yi ignored him and continued piling up the snow. 

Sometime later, Lu Jingye came over once again with a big shovel in his hand. 

When Zi Yi stood up, she saw him gathering the snow, and not long later, a large pile of snow could be 

seen. 

She hastily walked over and said happily, “Ah Jing, you’re quick at piling up snow.” 

Zi Yi glanced at the small shovel in her hand and the corner of his lips slightly curved up. “You can start 

making your airship now.” 

Zi Yi placed her shovel to one side and was about to start on the project. 

Lu Jingye pulled her back and said, “Let the robots do it. We only have half an hour left.” 

Zi Yi nodded her head and called out to some of her invisible robots. She gave them an order. “Create an 

airship.” 

The robots received her instructions and quickly started working on the snow. 

When the few managers of the base passed by the area, they were shocked by the snow sculpture. 



The robots had made use of various tools within them while they were working on the snow and so, the 

effect was that the airship looked as if it was carved out by a master. 

In addition, it was very large in size. 

It was equivalent to the size of a bungalow. 

They did not see Zi Yi and Lu Jingye standing opposite them when they saw the sculpture. 

When they were standing there, the managers were all surprised. 

Ji Dekun said exaggeratedly, “This… this… could this be an airship that flew down from the skies?” 
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Zhang Hongliang teased him. “Why don’t you say that it descended from the heavens?” 

Ji Dekun muttered, “I really had that thought in mind. I walked past here before dawn this morning and 

yet I didn’t see such a large sculpture here. Say, who is so capable to have created such a large sculpture 

in such a short amount of time?” 

“It’s most likely the Second Young Madam,” Wang Biao said confidently, “Who else other than her has 

the capability?” 

As soon as Wang Biao said that, Zi Yi’s voice sounded from the other side. “If we create a few more 

rockets, it would be even more similar.” 

The few men looked at each other for a moment. Shortly afterwards, all of them walked to the opposite 

side of the sculpture together. 

Sure enough, they saw Zi Yi and Lu Jingye standing in front of the sculpture. 

Zi Yi was currently commanding the two robots flying in the skies to work on the sculpture. 

All of them could not help but think to themselves, “Miss Zi is using her robots to create a snow 

sculpture; isn’t this simply a waste of precious resources?” 

Just then, Lu Jingye turned around and looked in their direction. 

The five of them immediately stood at attention and greeted them. “Second Young Master, Second 

Young Madam.” 

Lu Jingye nodded at them. 

Zi Yi tilted her head and asked with a smile, “Do you want to make a snowman together?” 

Wang Biao, Ji Dekun, Zhang Hongliang and Tian Dongquan were all tempted. 

Lu Yi spoke up at this moment. “I am going to pick up supplies from outside.” 

He left after he said that. 

The other four did not care about him and directly walked towards Zi Yi as they started piling up snow 

together with the robots. 



They remained there and played for some time before they headed to the canteen together. 

Elder Hu was already waiting for them there. 

At the sight of them walking in together, he laughed and asked, “Did you all make arrangements to be 

late together?” 

The weather during the winter was cold and they would usually have breakfast around 7:30 a.m. It was 

almost 8 a.m now. 

The few large men were a little embarrassed. After laughing, they went to the steamer to grab some 

food. 

Zi Yi and Lu Jingye sat together with Elder Hu. 

Elder Hu was already in the middle of his meal. There was porridge, steamed buns, and two plates filled 

with different food in front of him. 

He asked Zi Yi, “Little Zi, what plans do you have today?” 

“When the medicinal ingredients I requested arrive, I’ll prepare the medicine first before meeting that 

Gu Master.” 

“Do you still have something to discuss that you haven’t already asked him?” 

The Gu Master was really frightened to death by Zi Yi yesterday and he had revealed all the methods of 

creating the parasites and detoxification in the end. 

Elder Hu thought that the Gu Master was already useless to them. 

“I still want to ask him how they had planted so many parasites in a single person’s body and yet, that 

person remained normal.” 

“There is someone like that?” 

Elder Hu was a little surprised. “Wasn’t it said that only a single parasite can be planted in a single 

person’s body?” 

“That’s right. But the housekeeper next to Ah Jing’s Grandfather had been planted with several different 

parasites.” 

“Chang Ping?” Elder Hu listened to Zi Yi’s brief explanation about the recent situation in the Lu Family. 

He furrowed his brow and said emotionally, “Chang Ping was the most loyal person in the Lu Family. 

How could he have possibly betrayed Patriarch Lu?” 

Zi Yi thought for a moment and told him her guess. “It’s possible that the person we thought is Chang 

Ping, is not actually the original housekeeper.” 

Elder Hu agreed with her. “It’s possible. With how developed science and technology currently are, 

perhaps Chang Ping had been killed ages ago and that person is a Gu Master.” 

A Gu Master was able to carry different types of parasites. 



Just then, the four managers brought the food over for them. 

Zi Yi did not continue talking about it and everyone started having breakfast together. 

After breakfast, Lu Jingye headed to the office to get work done. 

Zi Yi and Elder Hu went to take a look at Lu Yunxiao. Shortly after, Lu Yi arrived with the medicinal 

ingredients and she went to the concocting room. 

Chapter 628: When Women Become Ruthless, They Are Even More Terrifying Than Men! 

After spending quite some time, Zi Yi finished making the antidote for the love parasite and fed Dou 

Xiangling. 

Looking at Dou Xiangling lying on the bed, Zi Yi made a promise. “Cousin, after the poison in your body is 

detoxified, I’ll treat your heart.” 

Because the love parasite had resided in Dou Xiangling’s heart, it had caused her heart to be in a bad 

condition. 

The antidote Zi Yi had created had undergone her special processing. The efficiency of the medicinal 

ingredients had been fully brought out and there was no need to imagine how effective the medicine 

was. 

Two hours later, Dou Xiangling’s complexion returned to a healthy color. 

Elder Hu looked at Dou Xiangling lying over there on the bed and sighed once again. “Little Zi’s medical 

skills far surpass everyone’s in the medical field. If you were to put all your mind into medicine, the 

medicine and medical equipment of our country would rise to the top in the medical field in the shortest 

time possible.” 

Zi Yi shook her head. “This is only an interest of mine. I don’t intend to put all my attention and time into 

this field.” 

Elder Hu deliberately sulked. “Being a doctor benefits mankind. Why can’t you put all your time and 

attention into this?” 

Zi Yi corrected him. “All the things I know can benefit mankind.” 

Elder Hu: “…” 

Unexpectedly, he had no words to refute her. 
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Zi Yi gave him a grin. 

Elder Hu ended up smiling and said, “After Yunxiao wakes up, I’ll make a trip down to M.Uni. It just so 

happens that I previously received an invitation from M.Uni.” 

Zi Yi nodded her head. “Sure. I’ll introduce my teacher to you then.” 

“Your teacher? Who is it?” 



“Professor Tang. Tang Qingyang.” 

Elder Hu looked at Zi Yi with a strange expression. 

Zi Yi found his expression weird and asked, “What’s wrong? Could it be that the both of you are 

enemies?” 

Elder Hu could not maintain his slightly serious expression anymore and started laughing as he scolded 

her. “You lass, what are you thinking about in that head of yours? I’m only surprised that you are Tang 

Qingyang’s student. He’s a national treasure in the field of traditional Chinese medicine. The most 

important thing is that we have the same teacher.” 

Speaking of this, Elder Hu sighed. “The world is really small.” 

The both of them continued chatting on this topic for some time before Zi Yi went out to prepare some 

medicinal ingredients to treat Dou Xiangling’s heart. 

Elder Hu simply stood next to her and acted as her assistant. 

When they were having lunch in the afternoon, Tian Dongquan who was responsible for guarding Zhang 

Hanyu came to inform Zi Yi. “Zhang Hanyu’s a little out of his mind. He keeps holding onto that rat.” 

Zi Yi sneered. “He will definitely hug it without letting it go. That rat is related to his life and he’s 

someone who is afraid of dying.” 

Elder Hu thought of how Zhang Hanyu threatened Zi Yi back then and he came to a conclusion. “So it can 

be said that the more a person says they aren’t afraid of dying, the more they are afraid of death.” 

Zi Yi continued sneering. “Where has the courage he once had, when he threatened me, gone? Since 

he’s so afraid of dying, why don’t I keep him on the verge of dying?” 

“What do you plan to do?” 

“Release that rat and let Zhang Hanyu slowly look for it in the mountains.” 

When the managers heard what she said, they could not help but shiver. 

As expected of Zi Yi, even if you offend anyone, you should not offend a woman. When they become 

ruthless, they are even more terrifying than men! 

Lu Jingye would certainly support all her decisions. 

“I’ll get someone to release the rat shortly.” 

Elder Hu interrupted and asked, “If you release Zhang Hanyu, what if he reveals the situation here?” 

“Don’t worry. He won’t be able to escape the area under our control.” 

Zi Yi had set up a magnetic field here and other than them, no one was able to exit or come in. 

Elder Hu was relieved by that. 

When Tian Dongquan went in to drag out Zhang Hanyu, who was holding onto the rat for dear life, his 

expression thoroughly collapsed when Tian Dongquan snatched the rat out of his grip. 



“What are you doing? Give it back to me!” 

Tian Dongquan looked at him coldly and in the next second, he knocked him out. 

He then held onto the rat with one hand and carried Zhang Hanyu in another as he went outside. 

Tian Dongquan had thrown Zhang Hanyu at the back of the mountain. After waking him up, he let him 

see the rat running towards the mountains. 

Before Zhang Hanyu managed to react, he saw the rat scuttling into the mountains. He immediately 

rolled about in an attempt to get up and chased after the rat. 

Tian Dongquan turned on the tracker on the rat and Zhang Hanyu before he returned back to the base. 

As for what would happen to Zhang Hanyu, there was no need for them to guess his ending. 

After resolving Zhang Hanyu, Zi Yi went to ask about the housekeeper’s situation in the afternoon. 

The moment the Gu Master saw Zi Yi, it was as if he had seen a ghost and he then revealed everything 

he knew after she asked him her question. 

“Someone who has several different parasites on him would either be a Gu Master or a poison man. 

Poison men are people a Gu Master uses to cultivate their parasites. The Gu Master would find humans 

and lock them up in a place with other poisonous insects for a period of time and no food or drinks 

would be given to them. Those who end up surviving would become a poison man.” 

When she returned to the courtyard at night, Zi Yi told Lu Jingye the information she managed to force 

out from the Gu Master. 

The more she said, the angrier she got. “Creating poison men is forbidden and yet, these people dare to 

use this forbidden technique in order to cultivate more parasites!” 

Lu Jingye thought for a moment and said, “After you have worked out all the antidotes for the parasites, 

we can inform the higher ups about this and let them come forward to resolve the problem.” 

Zi Yi had similar thoughts as him. 

The two of them chatted for some time and just as she was planning to wash up before heading to bed, 

her wristwatch suddenly started beeping. 

Zi Yi’s eyes brightened and she grabbed Lu Jingye’s hand as she said excitedly, “Ah Jing, Yunxiao is 

awake!” 

“What?” To think there would be a day when Lu Jingye was at a loss for words. 

Zi Yi pulled him and they headed outside. 

“Yunxiao is awake. Let’s go and have a look.” 

Lu Jingye recovered his senses and grabbed her hand as they started running forward in large strides. 

After running for some time, he was worried that Zi Yi was unable to keep up with his pace. He stopped 

and said to her, “Yiyi, climb on my back, I’ll carry you.” 



Zi Yi looked at his excited expression and did not say anything. She moved round to his back and climbed 

on when he crouched down. 

Lu Jingye carried her and supported her lower thighs with both hands before he stood up and started 

running. 

While running, he said, “Lower your head, don’t catch a cold.” 

“Ok.” 

Lu Jingye’s speed was very fast. He did not slow down in the slightest just because he was carrying Zi Yi. 

Soon, both of them arrived at the lab. 

When they entered the ward, they were met with Lu Yunxiao who opened his eyes at that moment. 

Lu Yunxiao and Lu Jingye’s eyes were slightly similar. Both of their eyes were pitch-black, but Lu Jingye’s 

gaze was gentle, while Lu Yunxiao’s gaze had a sharp chill to it. 

Lu Jingye put down Zi Yi and made eye contact with Lu Yunxiao. 

It took him a few seconds to open his mouth and he said with a hoarse voice, “Yunxiao.” 

Lu Yunxiao stared at Lu Jingye and two seconds later, he blinked his eyes. 

Lu Jingye smiled and said to Zi Yi, “Yiyi, Yunxiao responded to me.” 

The current Lu Jingye was as happy as a child. 

Zi Yi nodded her hand and grabbed his hand. She noticed that his hands were slightly trembling. The 

corner of her lips curled up and she announced. “Yunxiao has completely recovered.” 

Lu Jingye had the biggest smile on his face. He pulled Zi Yi next to him and said to Lu Lu Yunxiao, 

“Yunxiao, this is my wife and your sister-in-law… It was your sister-in-law who saved you.” 

Lu Yunxiao looked toward Zi Yi and blinked. 

Zi Yi smiled and greeted him. 
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Chapter 629: Lu Yunxiao Wakes Up 

Lu Jingye asked Zi Yi, “Yiyi, when can Yunxiao come out now that he has woken up?” 

“There’s no rush. Let him soak in the solution for another two days, so that he can better adapt to his 

body.” Having said that, she turned to Lu Yunxiao and said, “You should try to slowly move your body 

during these next two days. As long as you are able to do a full rotation inside, it means it’s alright for 

you to come out.” 

Lu Yunxiao clearly wanted to come out of the container filled with nutrient solution. He tried moving as 

soon as he heard what she said. 

However, he only managed to move two of his fingers even after trying hard. 



His expression looked cold, and clearly, he was anxious. 

Lu Jingye comforted him. “Don’t be in a rush. You’ve been in a coma for several months and all your 

physical functions are at a standstill. You need to spend some time to adapt first.” 

Lu Yunxiao blinked at him. 

Zi Yi said, “If you are tired, go ahead and sleep first. It’s good for you to have more sleep.” 

Lu Yunxiao immediately closed his eyes after hearing what she said. 
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Zi Yi and Lu Jingye looked at him closing his eyes. They remained there looking at him a while more 

before they left. 

After coming out of the lab, Lu Jingye took out his phone and made a phone call. 

Zi Yi turned her head and looked in his direction. Even though his expression seemed calm, she could 

discern that he was rather excited from his movements. 

After the call was connected, Lu Jingye said, “Father, Yunxiao has awakened.” 

Zi Yi heard the sound of an object dropping on the floor from the other end of the call. 

Sometime later, Lu Jingye said, “Yiyi asked him to remain soaking in the nutrient solution for another 

two days… Yes, after he comes out and trains for a while, we’ll come back right away… I know the war 

will start tomorrow night… Okay.” 

Lu Jingye hung up the phone and turned to Zi Yi. “Father told us to return after the New Year.” 

Zi Yi nodded her head. “My cousin’s heart would more or less be repaired by that time. It would be just 

in time if we went back then.” 

More importantly, when the problem in the Lu Group comes to an end, Lu Jingye would be able to 

reveal his talents in the business industry when they went back. 

“Will you be taking over all the overseas subsidiaries of the Lu Group?” In fact, Zi Yi had taken a fancy to 

several of the subsidiaries. 

Lu Jingye guessed her thoughts and said, “If you like them, I’ll put them under your name.” 

Zi Yi tilted her head in his direction. 

Lu Jingye held her hand and said, “I will only work for you in the future.” 
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Zi Yi smiled. “Alright.” 

The two people held hands and slowly returned to their accommodation. 

“We will certainly scare many people when we return.” 

When she thought of that scene, the corner of her lips could not help but curve up. 



A smile had also crept up on Lu Jingye’s lips. 
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“However, will there be people who manage to guess that you’re the person behind the scenes if you 

take action tonight?” 

“No. I will take action only after that mysterious force attacks. They will only think that the higher-ups of 

other countries had also joined in the fight.” 

… 

The next morning, when Zi Yi was headed to the lab, she was met with Elder Hu who was running 

towards her at a fast speed. 

Before Zi Yi had the chance to open her mouth, Elder Hu hastily waved at her. 

“Little Zi, hurry up!” 

Zi Yi walked over with large strides. Elder Hu immediately revealed a bright smile as he said excitedly 

while panting, “Little Zi, the Young Master has woken up! He opened his eyes!” 

Zi Yi looked at how Elder Hu was so excited that he was jumping up and down. She smiled and nodded 

her head. “He woke up last night. It was rather late at that time so we didn’t inform you.” 

Elder Hu was not angry and he said, “It’s great that he has woken up. To think that we really managed to 

cure a patient who was brain dead.” 

Tears welled up in his eyes when Elder Hu said that. 

“I’ve lived for such a long time and if not because of Little Zi, I wouldn’t have ever imagined that we 

would be able to accomplish this.” 

Zi Yi giggled and said, “Elder Hu, you can go ahead and think big in the future. As long as you dare to 

imagine it, we can certainly accomplish it!” 

Elder Hu nodded his head heavily and said, “Okay!” 

When Elder Hu saw Lu Yunxiao opening his eyes, he ran out in excitement. Zi Yi and Elder Hu made their 

way back inside and upon making eye contact with Lu Yunxiao’s pitch-black eyes, Elder Hu suddenly felt 

a little embarrassed. He could only put on a composed expression as he said, “It’s good that you’ve 

woken up. It means that you have completely recovered.” 

Lu Yunxiao looked toward Zi Yi. 

Zi Yi smiled and said, “We will come over in the morning and evening to check on your physical 

indicators. You should try moving around when you wake up during these two days. If you are able to do 

a full rotation in two days time, you’ll be able to come out, otherwise you can stay in the nutrient 

solution for another two days. Don’t be in a rush.” 

Lu Yunxiao blinked his eyes. 

Zi Yi and Elder Hu started checking up on his physical indicators. 



They finished the check half an hour later. Zi Yi wanted to head over to the other room to check up on 

her cousin and so, she informed Elder Hu of this. 

Dou Xiangling’s heart had been gnawed on and in order to treat it, it was not something that could be 

repaired in a day or two. 

Zi Yi looked at her heart using the CT scan. In her mind, she quickly thought about the fastest way to 

repair Dou Xiangling’s heart. 

After numerous years of development, the simplest and fastest way to repair one’s heart in the 

interstellar era was to cultivate a new heart. 

It would only take a week to cultivate a new heart in the interstellar era. 

However, the various equipment in the current era was lacking and Zi Yi could only use a more 

backwards method. 

The day passed by quickly. 

After dinner, Zi Yi and Lu Jingye returned to their place of residence. 

They brought up a virtual screen at the same time as they prepared for tonight’s celebration. 

The outside world. 

Many leaders in the business industry had gotten wind of the opportunity and started to make 

preparations in advance several days back. 

“The whole financial sector will be in chaos tonight. Not only will the Lu Group be divided up, but there 

will also definitely be many people who will make use of this opportunity to fish in troubled waters. As 

to whether we can make huge profits, it would depend on everyone here.” 

Many of the leaders of various large corporations said such a speech during the meeting with various 

top executives. 

Everyone was very excited. 

However, the Lu Group had fallen into immense anxiety at that moment. 

In particular, the Eldest Master. He had called for all the Lu Family members back home. 

While pacing back and forth, he stopped and looked at everyone as he said with a heavy voice, “Think of 

a way or do something! I can no longer handle it and the higher-ups said that they can only keep the Lu 

Group’s businesses within the country. Is the Lu Group going to fall just like that?” 

His eyes turned red as he said that. “Don’t you all understand how important the Lu Group is to our Lu 

Family? There are many people outside waiting for us to fall!” 
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Everyone remained silent at this moment. 



The majority of the Lu Family members were in the army and so how could they possibly understand 

anything about the business world. 

Eldest Master Lu turned his attention to Second Master Lu at this moment. 

Second Master Lu said with an indifferent expression, “Don’t look at me. In my family, no one is 

knowledgeable about this other than Jingye.” 

“Then contact him! Don’t tell me you intend to see the Lu Group get swallowed up?” Eldest Master Lu 

flew into a rage. 

“Ha!” Mrs. Lu sneered and said sarcastically, “Don’t think of my son whenever you’re in trouble. He has 

already passed on everything to the first house and he no longer has the rights to manage the Lu 

Group.” 

“I can immediately return all the authority to him.” 

“In your dreams. The Lu Group was messed up by your son and so why should my son wipe his ass?!” 
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“Second sister-in-law, how could you say that…” The First Madam could not stay still any longer and 

wanted to refute her. 
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Chapter 630: Incoming Storm 

Mrs. Lu gave her a cold look. “Did I say anything wrong? In the beginning, you and your son had tried 

every means possible to take away the Lu Group from my son. What did you say at that time? Whatever 

my son can accomplish, your son can do so even better? Eldest sister-in-law, doesn’t it hurt your pride 

to say what you said earlier?” 

The First Madam furrowed her eyebrows and her eyes blazed with rage as her chest heaved up and 

down. She originally planned to argue with Mrs. Lu, but at the thought of how her son had to rely on Zi 

Yi for treatment in the future, she could only endure all her anger. 

Mrs. Lu was surprised at the First Madam’s reaction. 

The First Madam was very competitive and she could not bear to suffer any injustice in the slightest. 

However, she had actually swallowed her words. 

But even so, she had to make some things clear. “Big Brother, don’t always rely on our Jingye to do 

something. Other than him contacting us, we are unable to contact him at all… What’s more, you also 

know the situation these days. If our phone call was to be monitored, you also know how serious the 

consequences would be.” 

After she said her piece, she looked at how ugly the Eldest Master Lu’s expression became, and yet, he 

was unable to refute her. She felt an inexplicable refreshing feeling deep down inside. 

In particular, Third Master Lu even said, “If we are unable to keep our overseas businesses, then so be 

it.” 



The Third Master Lu who was a full-on military person did not have much concept of money at all. “Our 

family has enough money to spend. What’s the use of earning so much money? What’s more, it’s 

impossible for everyone to be good at business and if we don’t have the ability, don’t take on what you 

can’t manage, or else in the end, we will end up with nothing.” 

His words seemed as if he was complaining about his eldest brother’s family. 

Eldest Master Lu and the First Madam were extremely furious deep down, but they could not find 

anything to say to refute his words. 

Everyone fell into silence once again. 

… 

Bermuda Triangle. 

The Bermuda Triangle had also been rather lively these past few days. 

Originally, several local big shots had fought behind the scenes to fight for business, but suddenly there 

came along a God of Wealth. Everyone had come up with all sorts of ideas in order to get the God of 

Wealth to remain. 

The God of Wealth in question was Rick. 
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Rick had been staying there all this time and his motive was to wait for Lu Jingye to make his way to Em 

Country. 

When he heard the news of Lu Jingye’s car accident, he did not believe it at all. He said to one of the big 

shots named Raptor, “It’s impossible that he’s dead. He’s someone who would think ten steps ahead 

before he takes a single step. He must have guessed something would happen to him when something 

happened to the Lu Family. He should have also anticipated the car accident that night and made plans 

in advance. 

“Also, you shouldn’t underestimate that woman next to him. She’s someone who is knowledgeable in 

multiple fields and she would not let Lu Jingye sit in a car that would crash from a slight bump.” 

Raptor was surprised. “If that’s the case, why did he look on helplessly as the Lu Group got swallowed 

up?” 

“It hasn’t been swallowed up yet though, has it?” Rick motioned for the bodyguard standing behind him 

to pour alcohol for him. 

After the alcohol was poured for him, he lifted the cup and took a sip before he continued talking, “If my 

guess is right, the mysterious force will launch a full-on attack on the Lu Group tonight and many people 

will join in the fight. When the time comes, as long as someone manages to resist that mysterious force, 

it would definitely mean that Lu Jingye has taken action.” 

“What about you? Do you not intend to take action?” Raptor did not believe that Rick was not eyeing 

those subsidiaries under the Lu Group. 



“I… Of course, I will take action.” Speaking of this, Rick suddenly laughed. His laughter was extremely sly. 

“I’ll wait for Lu Jingye to take action and when he’s dealing with that mysterious force, I’ll take over that 

Jewelry company from his hands.” 
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Raptor gave Rick a thumbs-up and said, “Mr. Rick deserves to be the President of UP Group. Your way of 

doing things will certainly cause Lu Jingye to be unprepared and be unable to retaliate.” 

“Ha!” Rick swirled the cup in his hands and his eyes were shining with a cold glint. “If I’m right, that 

mysterious force is the higher-ups of a certain country. How can he as an individual, possibly fight 

against and compete with a country? What’s more… he doesn’t have much funds now at all.” 

“Yes, that’s right… Even if Lu Jingye is alive and no matter how capable he is in business, he doesn’t have 

funds in his hand. If he wishes to win this economic war, he is nothing if he’s without money.” 

Speaking of this, both of them laughed at the same time. 

“Hahahaha…” 

After they had their fill of laughing, Rick suddenly asked, “Where are those two from the capital?” 

Raptor thought for a moment and said, “They are at Tian Ba’s place. I heard that they wanted to earn 

money from Tian Ba and were directly detained at his place.” 

A glint flashed past Rick’s eyes and he signaled for Raptor to come closer. 

After Raptor came closer, Rick said to him, “Find a way to get these two people here. They are from the 

capital’s eight aristocratic families, the He Family, and the Ouyang Family. If these two people are used 

well, it’ll be very easy for us to make our way into the capital in the future.” 

Raptor returned to his seat with a smile and immediately called for one of his men. “Head over to Tian 

Ba’s place and ask for those two individuals. If he refuses to hand them over, tell him this…” 

… 

Everyone was gearing up for the fight as they thought of showing their hands and fishing in troubled 

waters tonight. 

10 p.m imperial time. 

It was the time when young people went out to have fun at the capital’s nightlife. 

However, in the invisible financial circle, strings of numbers that numerous people could not hope to 

accumulate in their lifetimes had been floating around in the virtual world or had either evaporated. 

The top management of all the corporations worldwide were all stationed in the conference room with 

a computer in front of them. Their fingers were all on the keyboard as they typed at a fast speed, for 

fear that someone else would take the lead if they were just a second too slow. 

11 p.m imperial time. 

Inside the highest floor of the Lu Group’s headquarters. 



For the first time ever, the three brothers of the Lu Family were all present together. The Lu Group’s 

executives were all already under great pressure these days, and under the cold gazes of the Lu Family 

brothers, they felt an even greater immense amount of pressure. 

Coupled with the fact that the Lu Group was getting attacked by the outside world, many of them broke 

out into cold sweats. 

In particular, Eldest Master Lu commanded them. “These subsidiaries must be kept!” 

He then listed several subsidiaries from different industries. 

These were the most profitable subsidiaries of the Lu Group, and it was also what other people wanted 

to swallow. 

The group of executives rapidly typed on their keyboards as their brains worked at high speeds. 

Finally, someone could not take the pressure anymore and closed his eyes. His body leaned to one side 

and he fell down. 

“Quick, send him to the medical room.” 

Second Master Lu quickly called for the bodyguards to carry him away. 

After the man was carried away, Second Master Lu furrowed his brow and said to Eldest Master Lu, “Big 

Brother, we can’t continue like this. Their bodies won’t be able to withstand this.” 

Eldest Master Lu looked grim and a few seconds later, he said to a bodyguard behind him, “Let the 

doctor prepare glucose and oxygen tanks. Everyone must guard the Lu Group tonight!” 

The headquarters of the Lu Group had a specialized clinic that occupied an entire floor. The doctors on 

shift there were all famous and the medical equipment was also top class. Be it in personnel or 

equipment, the clinic was equivalent to a big hospital. 

Soon, a group of doctors and nurses arrived. The nurses had started inserting the glucose packs for 

everyone in a skilled manner. 

A few minutes later, the group of executives finally felt better. 

At 12 a.m. 

Someone spoke up in an anxious voice. “Not good! There’s a powerful force that is currently purchasing 

the Lu Group’s overseas shares at an extremely fast speed. We are unable to stop them anymore.” 


